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THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Visit us: www.costway.com
Follow CostwayPlease give us a chance to make it right and do better！

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

Replacements for missing or damaged parts will be shipped ASAP!

USER’S MANUAL
 High performance blender

EP24952us



Contact Us!
Do NOT return this item. 

Contact our friendly customer service department for help first. 

E-mail
 US: cs.us@costway.com
 UK: cs.uk@costway.com

Before You StartBefore You Start
Please read all instructions carefully.

Retain instructions for future reference.

Separate and count all parts and hardware.

Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled near to the 

area in which they will be placed in use, to avoid moving the product 

unnecessarily once assembled.

Always place the product on a flat, steady and stable surface.

Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product away from 

babies and children as they potentially pose a serious choking hazard.
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using electrical appliances, basic safety
Precautions should always be taken, including the Following:
1. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS.
2. Unplug from outlet when not in use, before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning or removing 
contents from blender container. Never put hands into the blender container, or handle the blades with appliance 
plugged in.
3. To protect against electrical hazards, and permanent damage to unit, do not put motor base of blender in water 
or other liquids.
4. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction 
concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
5. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
6. Do not use carbonated liquids in the blender container, or in any blending container. Using carbonated liquids 
in a blender container may result in injury.
7. Do not pour boiling water into the blender container.
8. Do not blend liquids for more than 7 minutes.
9. Avoid coming into contact with moving parts.
10. Do not operate this blender or any other appliance with a damaged cord or plug, or after the appliance 
malfunctions or is dropped or damaged in any manner. You need to return appliance to the nearest authorized 
service facility for examination, repair, or electrical or mechanical adjustment.
11. The use of attachments, including canning jars, not recommended by the manufacturer may cause a risk of 
injury to persons.
12. Do not use outdoors.
13. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.
14. Keep hands and utensils out of container while blending to prevent the possibility of severe personal injury 
and/or damage to the blender. A plastic scraper may be used, but must be used only when the blender is not 
running.
15. Blades are sharp. Handle carefully.
16. Always operate blender with lid in place.
17. See Cleaning and Maintenance instructions.
Add: Not for water jet cleaning.
18. Always operate blender with jar pad properly in place.
19. Do not fill above MAX FILL LINE for blending.
20. If the container overflows during blending, there is too much liquid/ingredients in the container. Stop 
blending, remove enough liquid/ingredients to below MAX FILL LINE, and continue blending. Do not operate if 
overflowing.
21. Do not operate your appliance in an appliance garage. When storing in an appliance garage, always unplug 
the unit from the electrical outlet. Not doing so could create a risk of fire, especially if the appliance touches the 
walls of the garage or the door touches the unit as it closes.
22. The use of ear protection is recommended during extended operating periods.
23. Ensure the jar coupler and motor coupler are aligned and engaged before operating. If unable to engage, 
remove container and shake contents, and then try again.
24. The coupling seat may be hot after running – do not touch.
25. Replace jar pad if worn.
26. When blending hot liquids, remove center piece of two-piece cove.
REMARK: The unit need to be rest 5 minutes after completing one cycle when the unit was running on max 
working time (as like SOUP function),afterward,the unit can be running one cycle again.So ,after running totally 
2 cycles,then,the unit have to stop working till cooled to ambient temperature (about 2 minutes cool time ).
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TO RESET THE UNIT
Your blender is equipped with a Resettable Thermal Protector to protect the motor. If the motor shuts down, 
unplug the blender. Let the blender rest for approximately 15 minutes. Once the resting period has elapsed, plug 
the power cord back into the outlet and continue blending. If your blender does not function properly following 
this procedure, discontinue use and contact a certified Consumer Service Center.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY
IMPORTANT UNPACKING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Place the box containing blender on a flat, sturdy surface before unpacking.
2. Open box and remove instruction book, Handbook cookbook, and any printed materials from top of box.
3. Remove packing materials and all components. CAUTION: Sharp blade inside blender container.
4. Place all packing materials back into the gift box and save, in the event that future shipping of the machine is 
needed.

FEATURES AND COMPONENTS
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1.2-Ounce removable Measuring Cap
2. Tight-seal blender Lid
3. Blender Jar -64oz,BPA free Eastman Tritan, 
includes English and metric graduation.
4. Removable Jar Pad
5. Blender base with high performance motor.
6. Tamper-using the tamper maintains circulation by 
preventing air pockets forming during blending.
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CONTROL PANEL

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS：
1.Quick operation: select the corresponding shortcut icon and press ON/OFF. The machine works according 
to the set program.
Manual operation: press the corresponding time and gear button, turn to the turntable, select the needed time 
and gear, press ON/OFF button then the whole machine runs.

A.         gear selection

B.         time selection

PRESET FUNCTION

1.           :Its working time is about 70 seconds.

2.           :Its working time is about 1 minute.

3.           :Its working time is about 1 minute.

4.           :Its working time is about 1 minute.

5.           : Its working time is about 2 minutes.

6.           : Its working time is about 1 minute.

7.           : Its working time is about 7 minutes.
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HELPFUL REMINDERS
• Lid should always be secure while the unit is in operation. Always use the blender on a clean, sturdy and dry 
surface.
• Secure the measuring cap insert in the lid by twisting it clockwise.
• Once the lid is in position, additional ingredients can be added during blending by simply removing the 
measuring cap insert, adding ingredients, and replacing it, turning it to secure.
• Do not place blender jar on base while motor is running or remove blender jar before the blender has stopped 
running.
• Do not attempt to blend boiling liquids 
• When blending, place liquid ingredients into the jar first, followed by the softest ingredients. Ice or frozen fruit 
should be placed in the jar last.
• Use a plastic spatula as needed, only when the blender is turned off. Never use metal utensils, as damage may 
occur to the blender jar or blade.
• When the blender has been running for 7 minutes, it will automatically shut off unless it is in Bisque mode, 
which operates for 7 minutes.
• Blending hard ingredients and spices may cause some clouding to appear on the inside of the blender jar, but 
will not affect blender performance.
• Use Pulse function for maximum power to break up hard ingredients.
• Do not exceed the MAX FILL LINE when adding food or liquid to the blending jar
• Make sure the blender jar is completely dry when chopping ice, fresh herbs, garlic, onion, zest, breadcrumbs or 
nuts and spices.
• Do not store food or liquids in your blender jar.
• Be careful not to over process foods.
• Do not use any utensil inside the blender jar with the motor on.
• Unplug blender before reaching into the blender jar.
• Never use carbonated liquids in a blender jar. Using carbonated liquids in the blender may result in injury.

BLENDER CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
Always unplug the blender from the electrical outlet before cleaning. Never immerse blender base in water or 
other liquids.
1. Remove the blender jar from the blender base and remove the lid. The jar must be cleaned and dried after 
each use or when the blender has not been used for an extended period of time. We recommend using the 
automatic clean function 
2. Wash the lid in warm, soapy water and rinse thoroughly.
3. The blender jar, blade assembly and lid assembly are all dishwasher safe.
4. To clean the blender base, wipe the exterior with a soft cloth or sponge dampened with cleaning solution. Do 
not immerse the base in cleaning solution or water. Wipe with a dry towel and be sure the base is completely dry 
before using.
5.Be sure that the blender is thoroughly dry and properly assembled with the jar pad in place before operating. 
An authorized service representative should perform any other servicing.
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Welcome to visit our website and purchase our quality products!

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to 

all of our customers for taking time to assemble 

this product and giving us valuable feedbacks.

With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you 
EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!

US office: Fontana, California
UK office: Ipswich

www.costway.com

Reward Points
Exclusive Customer Service
Personalized Recommendations
Permanent Shopping Cart
Order History

www.costway.com
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